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By STELLA LORENCE     For The Sun Chronicle

I
f there were to be a multiple-choice test 
question about the Massachusetts Com-
prehensive Assessment System exam, it 
might read something like this:

Facing a drop in students’ scores on 
the MCAS exam, the state should:

A) Rethink the structure of the MCAS
B) Keep the MCAS as is but use the data 

to change the strategies in the classroom
C) Eliminate the MCAS completely
D) Make no changes to the MCAS or in 

the classroom
Unlike the real MCAS, this question has 

no objective right answer. But educators, 
parents and policy experts have advocat-

ed for those options — or combinations of 
them — in a renewed debate about the test 
spurred by this year’s lower scores.

The state suspended MCAS exams in 2020, 
returning in 2021 with a modified version 
that allowed remote administration and 
shortened the testing time for grades 3-8.

The statewide percentage of students 
grades 3-8 who scored “meeting expecta-
tions” or “exceeding expectations” on the 
English Language Arts exams dropped by 
six percentage points between 2019 and 2021, 
from 52% to 46%, according to state data.
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By the numbers
The state suspended MCAS exams in 2020, returning 

in 2021 with a modified version that allowed remote 

administration and shortened the testing time for grades 

3-8. The following are percentages showing a compar-

ison between 2019 and 2021, before and during the 

pandemic, respectively.

Statewide percentage of students grades 3-8 who 

scored “meeting expectations” or “exceeding expec-

tations” on the English Language Arts exam:

2019 2021

52% 46%

The same criteria on the math exam:

49% 33%

Tested  
by the 
pandemic
Disruptions caused by coronavirus 

reinvigorate debate over MCAS
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